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For a system that uses spring potential energy (like a pop-up toy), the sum of the 
SPE, KE, and GPE is a constant. The law of conservation of energy states that for a 
closed system where no outside energy is added or subtracted, the total energy of the 
system remains the same, although it may switch forms.

GPE KE SPE+ +

= constant

The weight of an object ( )Fw equals the object’s mass( )m multiplied by the strength of 
the gravitational field at that point( )g . Different planets will have different values for g. 

F mgw =

The spring force ( )Fs equals the spring constant ( )k multiplied by the change in length 
of the spring ( )Δx , and is in the direction opposite the change in length. 

F k xs = − Δ

The net force on an object is found by adding the vectors of all the forces acting on 
the object.

Newton’s first law states an object traveling with constant speed without direction 
change has no net force acting upon it. 

Fnet = 0

The acceleration of an object (a) equals the net force acting on the object ( )Fnet

divided by the object’s mass.
a

F
m

= net

Inertial mass and gravitational mass are equal quantities. 

The centripetal acceleration( )ac equals the square of the velocity ( )v2 divided by 
the radius of the circle ( )r and points toward the center of the circle. 

a
v
rc =
2

For an object to travel in a circle, a net force toward the center of the circle, called 
the centripetal force, is required.

The centripetal force (Fc) acting on an object equals the object’s mass multiplied 
by its centripetal acceleration. The centripetal force on a roller-coaster car may 
come from a perpendicular force provided by the track (the normal), the car’s 
weight, or a combination of the two forces.

F
mv

rc =
2

The apparent weight of a rider on a roller coaster is the normal force provided 
by the seat. 

Work ( )W equals the force( )F acting in the direction of motion multiplied by 
displacement of the object (d).

W F d= i

The work done on an object increases the object’s energy. This increase can be in any 
form: KE, GPE, or SPE. 

W KE GPE SPE= + +Δ Δ Δ

Power ( )P equals the work done ( )W divided by the time required to do the work Δt( ) . 
Power is measured in watts ( )J s . P

W
t

=
Δ
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